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Abstract—Formal methods for testing the conformance of a software system to its specification are consid
ered. The interaction semantics determines the testing capabilities, which are reduced to the observation of
actions and refusals (absence of actions). The semantics is parameterized by the families of observable and
unobservable refusals. The concept of destruction as a prohibited action that should be avoided in the course
of interaction is introduced. The concept of safe testing, the implementation safety hypothesis, safe conform
ance, and generation of a complete test suite based on the specification are defined. Equivalences of traces,
specifications, safety relations, and interaction semantics are examined. A specification completion is pro
posed that can be used to remove from the specification irrelevant (not included in the safely testable imple
mentations) and nonconformal specification traces is proposed. The concept of total testing that detects all
the errors in the implementation (rather than at least one error as is the case in complete testing) is intro
duced. On the basis of the analysis of dependences between errors, a method for the minimization of test
suites is proposed. The problem of preserving the conformance under composition (the monotonicity of con
formance) is investigated, and a monotone transformation of the specification solving this problem is pro
posed.
DOI: 10.1134/S0361768810050014

1. INTERACTION SEMANTICS
AND SAFE TESTING
This paper is devoted to the problems and methods
concerning the verification of “correctness” of soft
ware systems, where correctness is interpreted as the
conformance of the system to the given requirements.
In the model world, the system is mapped to its imple
mentation model (implementation), the requirements
are mapped to a specification model (specification),
and their conformance is mapped to a binary con
formance relation. A specification is always given, and
the existence of an implementation (as a model of a
reallife system) is assumed (this is the testing hypoth
esis). If the implementation is also given explicitly, the
conformance can be verified analytically. For an
implementation whose structure is unknown (a black
box) or that is too complicated to analyze, one has to
use testing as a means of the verification of conform
ance in the course of test experiments. It is clear that,
in this case, the requirements must be functional; that
is, they must be represented in terms of the interaction
of the system with its environment, which is replaced
by a test suite in the course of testing. For that reason,
the conformance relation and its testing are based on
certain interaction semantics.
The interaction semantics formalizes the available
set of testing capabilities for control and observation of

the behavior of the system under test. In the course of
testing, we can only observe the behavior of the imple
mentation that is, first, induced by a test input (con
trol) and, second, can be observed in an external inter
action. Such an interaction can be simulated using the
socalled testing machine [1–5]. This machine is a
black box containing the implementation (see Fig. 1).
The control is reduced to the following. An operator
performs a test (which is interpreted as an instruction
for the operator) by pressing buttons on the machine’s
keyboard thus enabling the implementation to per
form certain actions that can be observed. Observa
tions on the machine’s display are classified into two
types. An observation of an external action that is
enabled by the operator and is performed by the
implementation, and an observation of a refusal,
which means that no actions enabled by the buttons
pressed by the operator are observed.
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Fig. 1. Testing machine.
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We emphasize that the operator allows the imple
mentation to perform a set of actions (not necessarily
only a single action). We assume that the operator may
press only one button simultaneously. Each button is
assigned an individual set of enabled actions. After an
observation (of an action or a refusal) has been made,
the button is released, and all the external actions are
disabled. Then, the operator may press another (or the
same) button.
The testing capabilities are determined by the “but
ton” sets available on the machine’s keyboard and by
the set of buttons for which a refusal can be observed.
Thus, the interaction semantics is determined by the
alphabet of external actions L and by two sets of the
testing machine buttons—those for which the corre
sponding refusals are observable (the family R ⊆ 2L)
and not observable (the family Q ⊆ 2L). We assume
that R ∩ Q = ∅ and ∪R ∪ ∪ Q = L. Such kind of
semantics is called the R/Q semantics. If Q = ∅ and
R = 2L, this is the wellknown failure trace semantics
[3, 4, 6–9]. Another example is the semantics of the
popular ioco relation [9, 10] when the actions are
divided into inputs (stimuli) and outputs (responses):
L = I ∪ U. There is only one button for receiving all
the outputs R = {δ}, where δ = U, and the correspond
ing refusal δ is called quiescence. Every input x is sent
to the implementation using the Qbutton {x} so that
Q = {{x}|x ∈ I}.
In addition to the external actions, the implemen
tation can execute internal (unobservable) actions,
which are denoted by τ. These actions are always
enabled (when any button is pressed or no buttons are
pressed at all).
For an action (external or internal) to be execut
able, it is necessary that it is defined in the implemen
tation and is enabled by the operator. If this condition
is also sufficient (that is, if any action satisfying these
conditions can be chosen for execution), the system is
said to have no priorities. In this paper, we consider
only the systems without priorities.
It is assumed that any finite sequence of arbitrary
actions (both external and internal) terminates in a
finite amount of time and an infinite sequence of
actions terminates in an infinite amount of time.
We also assume that a test action (pressing a button) is
passed from the testing machine to the implementa
tion in a finite amount of time; furthermore, an obser
vation is passed from the implementation to the
machine’s display in a finite amount of time. This
guarantees that the time passed between pressing the
button enabling the external action and the observa
tion of this action is finite.
A stronger form of this assumption is often used to
implement the observation of the Rrefusal; namely, it
is assumed that the time taken by the execution of
every action enabled by a button along with all the cor
responding preceding internal actions is not only finite

but also bounded. In this case, a timeout is introduced;
if this time has expired without the observation of the
action, this is interpreted as a refusal. Note that this is
only one of possible methods to implement the obser
vation of a refusal.
After pressing an Rbutton, the operator either
observes an external action enabled by this button in a
finite amount of time or observes the corresponding
refusal. However, assume that a refusal is possible in
the implementation and a Qbutton is pressed. Since
this refusal is not observable, the operator does not
know whether he should wait for the observation of an
external action or there is no such action because there
was a refusal. Therefore, the operator cannot continue
testing, nor can he finish it.
An infinite sequence of τactions (an infinite loop)
is called divergence; it is denoted by Δ. The divergence
per se is not harmful, but, when the operator presses
any (R or Q) button to escape the divergence, he
does not know whether an observation (of an external
action or an Rrefusal) should be expected or the
implementation will endlessly continue its internal
activity. Therefore, the operator cannot continue test
ing, nor can he finish it.
We also define a special action called destruction
that is not controlled by the buttons; this action is
denoted by γ. It models any undesirable behavior of
the system including its actual destruction, which can
not be allowed in the interaction (for example the self
destruction button in military systems). Destruction is
one possible way to interpret the unspecified behavior.
The exclusion from the consideration of the imple
mentation destroying interactions is often justified by
the requirement for the implementations to check the
correctness of the input parameters [9, 11]. If the
parameters are incorrect, the implementation either
ignores the call or reports an error. This requirement is
quite natural if this is a public system; indeed, such a
system must be fooltolerant. However, in the case of
the interaction between internal components of
restricted access subsystems, the mutual correctness
verification is redundant. Such a situation often occurs
when the parameters of a complex structure are han
dled and the correctness conditions are not trivial;
then, the overhead of correctness verification unrea
sonably increases the development effort, the size of
the system, and the execution time. In this case, an
alternative is a strict specification of operation precon
ditions [12]. For example, an attempt to free a mem
ory chunk that was not earlier allocated is a violation
of the corresponding precondition. It is the correct
ness of the access of components to each other that
must verified rather than the behavior of the compo
nents in response to incorrect calls from other compo
nents. In other words, since we want to verify the cor
rectness of the implementation rather than the cor
rectness of the environment, we are not interested in
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the behavior of the implementation when it is handled
incorrectly. The destruction marks the situations in the
specification in which an arbitrary behavior of the
implementation is admitted including the actual
destruction. The semantics of destruction assumes
that it must not occur when the behavior of the envi
ronment is correct.
Testing under which no destruction, attempts to
exit from divergence, and unobservable refusals occur
is said to be safe.
2. MODELS OF IMPLEMENTATIONS
AND SPECIFICATIONS
For an interaction based on observations, the only
result of a test experiment is an alternating sequence of
buttons (test inputs) and observations, which will be
called (test) history. Due to the semantics of diver
gence and destruction, it suffices to consider only the
histories in which the symbols Δ and γ either never
appear or are the last symbols in the history. Since the
divergence and destruction are always enabled, they
are not preceded by any button in the history. Any
other observation u (an external action or Rrefusal) is
enabled by the button P that immediately precedes it;
that is, u ∈ P or u = P for P ∈ R. A subsequence of a
history consisting of observations (including Δ and γ)
is called a trace.
For systems without priorities, only traces are
important because the possibility or impossibility of
the appearance of an observation after a trace depends
only on whether or not the given button enables this
observation, and it is independent of the other obser
vations enabled by this button. For a given system
under test, the set of its histories can be uniquely
reconstructed from the set of its traces. Therefore, the
trace model considered as the set of traces that can be
observed when working with the system is the most
natural model of this system.
If the traces may include as refusals arbitrary sub
sets of the alphabet of external actions L, then such
traces and such a trace model are said to be complete.
The corresponding 2L/∅semantics is well known in
the literature under the name failure trace semantics,
and complete traces without divergence and destruc
tion are called failure traces. A trace in which all the
refusals are observable for the given R/Qsemantics
(i.e., belong to R) is called an Rtrace, and the subset
of Rtraces of the complete trace model is called the
Rmodel. Under safe testing, only the Rtraces that do
not contain Δ and γ can be observed. For the ioco
semantics, the Rtraces (without Δ and γ) are called
suspension traces. The other traces in the complete
trace model are needed to indicate which Rtraces are
safe (can be observed under safe testing) and which are
not. For that purpose, it suffices to take into account
PROGRAMMING AND COMPUTER SOFTWARE
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only the traces in which the refusals belong to the set
R ∪ Q.
The interaction semantics prohibits some traces in
the trace model. For example, the trace must be con
sistent; namely, an action z ∈ P as well as the symbols
Δ and γ cannot follow the refusal P. Therefore, we can
consider as a model only a set of traces that satisfies
certain necessary and sufficient conditions. A formal
definition of such conditions and a proof of their
mutual independence, necessity, and sufficiency can
be found in [2].
Another equivalent model of implementations and
specifications is a labeled transition system (LTS),
which is defined as a directed graph in which the ver
tices are called states and the arcs are labeled by exter
nal actions or the symbol τ or γ; the arcs are called
transitions. The transition from the state s to the state
z
s' by the symbol z is denoted by s
s'. In this graph,
an initial state (vertex) is distinguished; the implemen
tation starts executing from the initial state after each
restart. Having been restarted, the implementation
performs a sequence of adjacent transitions; that is,
the implementation moves along a route that begins
at the initial state, and each transition in this route
is labeled by an action z that is enabled by the cur
rently pressed button P of the testing machine; that
is, z ∈ P ∪ {τ, γ}.
In an LTS, a refusal P is induced in a stable state
with no outgoing τ and γtransitions provided that
there are not outgoing transitions by the actions z ∈ P
from this state. A state is divergent if there is an infinite
τroute starting at this state; this is a route in which all
the transitions are labeled by the symbol τ.
In order to define traces in an LTS, we add in every
stable state virtual loops corresponding to the induced
refusals, and transitions by Δ are added in the diver
gent states. Then, a trace in the LTS is defined as a
sequence of labels on the transitions of the route start
ing at the initial state that does not extend beyond a
Δ or γtransition and in which the symbols τ are omit
ted. The LTS is the most illustrative model because the
set of traces in any LTS is the trace model.
However, the LTS model has a considerable incon
venience because it is nondeterministic. The nonde
terminism in the LTS manifests itself as the existence
z
of τtransitions and (or) a fan of transitions s
s'
leading from the state s to different states s' by the same
external action z. Due to this fact, a trace in the LTS
generally ends in a set of states rather than in a single
state. The authors of this paper proposed one more
model that does not have this inconvenience. It is
called the refusal transition system (RTS). It is a deter
ministic LTS in the alphabet L ∪ R ∪ {τ, Δ, γ} rather
than in the alphabet L ∪ {τ, γ}; that is, such a model
may include explicit transitions by Rrefusals, and the
τ
infinite chain of τtransitions s
… is replaced by a
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single transition s
. A downside of this model is
the lack of clearness; indeed, not every deterministic
LTS in such an alphabet is a model. In order for a
deterministic LTS in such an alphabet to be a model, it
must satisfy a special set of conditions determined by
the interaction semantics. When an LTS is trans
formed into an RTS, the states of the RTS are the sets
of the LTS states that end the traces; this is similar to
the known “determinization” algorithm of a generat
ing automaton (or graph).
The class of models in the alphabet L is denoted by
MODEL(L); here, by the model we mean an LTS or
RTS trace model depending on the context.
3. SAFETY HYPOTHESIS
AND SAFE CONFORMANCE
How is it possible to perform safe testing if the
implementation is not known? For example, if a tran
sition by destruction is determined in the initial state,
such an implementation cannot be tested; moreover, it
should not be executed at all because it can break
down even before the first test input, that is, before any
button has been pressed. The solution is to restrict
oneself to the implementations that can be safely
tested to verify their conformance to the given specifi
cation. This restriction of the class of implementations
that can be tested is formulated in the form of the
safety hypothesis; conformance is defined only for the
implementations that satisfy this hypothesis. Due to
the equivalence of the trace, LTS, and RTS models, it
suffices to formulate the safety hypothesis and safe
conformance only for trace models of the implemen
tation and specification. Such a safety hypothesis and
safe conformance can be called trace ones because
they depend only on the implementation and specifi
cation traces but not on their states and state corre
spondence.
First, safe testing assumes a formal definition on
the level of the model of the safety relation “the button
P is safe in the model M after the trace σ.” In the
course of safe testing, only safe buttons are pressed.
This relation is different for the implementation and
specification models. In a complete trace implemen
tation I, the safety relation (safe in) assumes that the
button P after the trace σ is nondestructive—pressing
this button does not entail an attempt of exiting from
the divergence (there is no divergence after the trace)
and does not entail destruction (after an action
enabled by the button). Moreover, pressing a button
cannot lead to an unobservable refusal (if this is a
Qbutton): ∀P ∈ R ∪ Q ∀σ ∈ I, we have
P safe γΔ I after σ
= def σ ⋅ 〈 Δ〉 ∉ I & ∀u ∈ Pσ ⋅ 〈 u, γ〉 ∉ I.
P safe in I after σ =def P safeγΔ I after σ
& (P ∈ Q ⇒ σ · 〈P〉 ∉ I).

In a complete trace specification S, the safety rela
tion (safe by) is different only for the Qbuttons. We do
not require that there is no Qrefusal Q after the trace
σ; however, we require that that there is at least one
action z ∈ Q. In addition, if an action is enabled by at
least one nondestructive button, it must be enabled by
a safe button. If this is a nondestructive Rbutton, it is
also safe. However, if all the nondestructive buttons
that enable an action are Qbuttons, at least one of
them must be declared safe. Such a safety relation
always exists—it is sufficient to declare safe every non
destructive button that enables an action extending the
trace. However, these requirements do not uniquely
determine the relation safe by; for that reason, a spe
cific relation is indicated when the specification S is
determined. The requirements for the relation safe by
are as follows: ∀R ∈ R ∀z ∈ L ∀Q ∈ Q ∀σ ∈ S
R safe by S after σ ⇔ R safeγΔ S after σ,
∃P ∈ R ∪ Q P safeγΔ S after σ & z ∈ P
& σ · 〈z〉 ∈ S ⇒ ∃P' ∈ R ∪ Q z ∈ P'
& P' safe by S after σ,
Q safe by S after σ ⇒ Q safeγΔ S after σ
& ∃v ∈ Q σ · 〈v〉 ∈ S.
The safety of buttons determines the safety of
observations. An Rrefusal R is safe if the button R is
safe after the trace. An action z is safe if it is enabled by
a button that is safe after the trace:
z safe in I after σ =def ∃P ∈ R ∪ Q z ∈ P
& P safe in I after σ.
z safe by S after σ =def ∃P ∈ R ∪ Q z ∈ P
& P safe by S after σ.
Now, we can define safe Rtraces. An Rtrace σ is
safe if it belongs to the model and the following two
conditions are fulfilled. (1) The model does not break
down at the very beginning immediately after the
machine is started (before the first button is pressed);
that is, the model does not include the trace 〈γ〉.
(2) Every symbol in the trace is safe immediately after
the preceding trace prefix:
〈γ〉 ∉ I & ∀μ ∀u (μ · 〈u〉 ≤ σ
⇒ u safe in I after μ),
〈γ〉 ∉ S & ∀μ ∀u(μ · 〈u〉 ≤ σ
⇒ u safe by S after μ).
The sets of safe traces of the implementation I and
the specification S are denoted by SafeIn(I) and
SafeBy(S), respectively.
Note that the empty Qbutton is unsafe both after
any safe (with respect to the relation safe in) trace of
any implementation and after any safe (with respect to
any relation safe by) trace of any specification. Such a
button may never be pressed in the course of safe test
ing. For that reason, we everywhere assume that the
semantics does not contain such a button— ∅ ∉ Q.
At the same time, the empty Rbutton is meaningful.
Indeed, it is safe after any safe trace that is not
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extended with the divergence, and the observation of
the empty Rrefusal indicates that the implementation
turned out to be in a stable state.
It is seen from the definition of the safety relation
safe by that the set SafeBy(S) of the safe traces of the
specification S is uniquely determined by the set of its
Rtraces. Furthermore, it is seen from the definition of
the safety relation safe in that the set SafeIn(I) of the
safe traces of the implementation I depends, in addi
tion to the set of its Rtraces, on the extension of the
Rtraces with Qrefusals in the set I.
The requirement for testing safety defines the class
of safe implementations SafeImp(R, S, safe by) that
can be safely tested to check their conformance or
nonconformance to the given specification S with the
given relation safe by in the given R/Qsemantics. This
class is defined by the following safety hypothesis. An
implementation I is safely testable for the specification
S if the following holds. (1) The implementation does
not break down at the very beginning if this require
ment is not included in the specification. (2) After any
safe trace that is common for the specification and the
implementation, any button that is safe in the specifi
cation is safe after this trace in the implementation:
I safe for S =def (〈γ〉 ∉ S ⇒ 〈γ〉 ∉ I)
& ∀σ ∈ SafeBy(S) ∩ I ∀P ∈ R ∪ Q
(P safe by S after σ ⇒ P safe in I after σ).
Note that, for the iocosemantics, we allow safe
input refusals in safely testable implementations; these
are input refusals after the traces that are not extended
with these inputs in the specification. This require
ment is less strict than the requirement that the imple
mentation must be defined everywhere with respect to
inputs, which is proposed by ioco's author Tretmans in
[10]. Thus, we remove the inconsistency of the relation
ioco, which manifests itself as follows. Suppose that we
have an implementation defined everywhere with
respect to inputs and an implementation differing
from the former one only in that it contains “safe”
refusals that are indistinguishable under iocotesting.
However, the former implementation can be conform
able and the latter one is certainly nonconformable
because it is not defined everywhere with respect to
inputs and, therefore, does not belong to the ioco
domain.
Now, we can define the safe conformance relation.
An implementation I is safely conformable (or simply
conformable) to the specification S if it is safe and the
following testable condition is fulfilled: any observa
tion possible in the implementation in response to
pressing a safe (in the specification) button is enabled
by the specification:
I saco S =def I safe for S & ∀σ ∈ SafeBy(S) ∩ I
∀P safe by S after σ obs(σ, P, I) ⊆ obs(σ, P, S);
here obs(σ, P, M) =def {u|σ · 〈u〉 ∈ M & (u ∈ P ∨ u =
P & P ∈ R)} is the set of observations over the com
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plete trace model M that can be obtained by pressing
the button P after the trace σ.
This relation determines the class of conformable
implementations ConfImp(R/Q, S, safe by).
Note that the safety hypothesis cannot be checked
in the course of testing; this hypothesis is the testing
precondition, while testing checks the testable con
formance condition.
4. TEST SUITE GENERATION
In terms of the testing machine, a test is an instruc
tion for the machine’s operator. Each item of this
instruction specifies a button that must be pressed by
the operator and, for each observation that is possible
after pressing this button, it includes the instruction
item that must be executed next, or the verdict pass or
fail (if the testing must be stopped) is indicated. In the
test, only an observation u is allowed after the button P
that is enabled by P; that is, u ∈ P ∨ u = P ∈ R.
A test can be interpreted as a prefixclosed set of
finite histories in which (1) every maximal history ter
minates in an observation and is assigned a verdict; (2)
every maximal history that terminates in a button can
be extended in this set only with the observations that
are enabled by this button, and it is inevitably extended
with the observations that can occur in the safely test
able implementations after a subtrace of this history.
A test is safe if and only if, in every its history, each
button is safe in the specification after the subtrace of
the history prefix that immediately precedes this but
ton. In other words, a test is safe if and only if the sub
traces of all its histories are test traces, where a test
trace is an empty safe trace or a trace σ · 〈u〉, where σ is
safe in the specification and the observation u is safe in
the specification S after σ (but it does not necessarily
extends σ in S): σ ∈ SafeBy(S) & u safe by S after σ.
It is clear that it suffices to consider only the test traces
that can appear in implementation models. Such
traces must satisfy the conditions imposed on the
traces in the trace model. In particular, if a safe trace σ
ends with a refusal P, then any action u ∈ P is safe after
σ; however, the trace σ · 〈u〉 is nonconformable and it
cannot appear in the model.
An implementation passes a test if its testing always
results in the verdict pass. An implementation passes a
suite of tests if it passes every test in this suite. A suite
is called significant if it is passed by every conformal
implementation; a test suite is called exhaustive if no
nonconformal implementation passes it. A test suite is
complete if it is both significant and exhaustive.
To determine whether a safely testable implementa
tion is conformable, a complete test suite should be
generated on the basis of the given specification.
A complete test suite always exists; in particular, the
set of all primitive tests is complete [2]. A primitive test
is constructed on the basis of a distinguished nonmax
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imal (with respect to the relation ≤) safe Rtrace of the
specification. To this end, before every refusal R, the
button R is included, and before every action z, an
arbitrary safe (after the corresponding trace prefix)
button P is included that enables the action z; after the
trace, an arbitrary button P' that is safe after this trace
is included. The safety of the trace guarantees the
safety of the button R and the existence, for every
action z, of a safe button P that enables this action; the
nonmaximality of the safe trace guarantees the exist
ence of the final button P'. The buttons P and P' are
not unique. Generally, given the same safe trace, sev
eral different primitive tests can be generated. How
ever, the sets of tests generated from different traces do
not overlap.
If an observation after pressing a button extends the
trace, the test continues (a nonmaximal history in the
test). An observation extending the trace (that is, an
observation obtained after the final button has been
pressed) and any observation that branches off the
trace always finish the testing (a maximal history in the
test). The verdict pass is assigned if the resulting
Rtrace (a subtrace of the maximal history) belongs to
the specification; the verdict fail is assigned if it does
not belong to the specification. Such verdicts corre
spond to strict tests; these are the tests that, first, are
significant (do not detect false bugs) and, second, do
not miss detected bugs.
Any strict test (considered as a set of histories) is a
union of a set of primitive tests; that is, these tests
detect the same bugs. Therefore, we may consider only
primitive tests.
We have already mentioned that an implementa
tion may at any time execute any defined external
action that is enabled by the operator; also, it may exe
cute defined internal actions, which are always
enabled. If there are several such actions, one of them
is chosen in a nondeterministic way. We assume that
nondeterminism is a phenomenon pertaining to the
abstraction level that is determined by our testing
observation and control capabilities; that is, the non
determinism depends on the interaction semantics.
In other words, the behavior of the implementation
is nondeterministic because depends on certain
“weather conditions” that uniquely determine the
choice of an action.
For the testing to be complete, one has to assume
that arbitrary weather conditions can be reproduced in
a testing experiment for every test. If this is possible,
that is, if all the possible weather conditions can be
reproduced in an infinite sequence of test runs, the
testing is said to be global [5]. In this paper, we disre
gard the number of possible variants of the weather
conditions; it is only important that the system’s
behavior can be checked at any weather conditions
and arbitrary behavior of the operator. Otherwise, we
cannot be sure that we have executed every test for all

possible weather conditions (i.e., for any possible non
deterministic behavior of the implementation).
If the global testing hypothesis is valid, then, in
order for a complete test suite could be executed under
all possible weather conditions, this test suite must be
enumerable. Then, the tests are executed in the order
of this enumeration so that every test is run an infinite
number of times in the “diagonal” process of enumer
ating the tests and their runs. Since all the tests are
finite, each of them terminates in a finite amount of
time; then, the system is restarted, and the next test or
one of the earlier executed tests is run. If the imple
mentation is nonconformal, the completeness of the
test suite guarantees that a bug will be detected in a
finite amount of time. However, the conformance of
the implementation cannot be ascertained in a finite
amount of time if the test suite is infinite or the global
testing requires an infinite number of test runs. This is
the problem of practical testing.
Note that a sequence of test runs alternating with
restarts can be considered as a single (unified) test in
which restart can be used along with test inputs.
Instead of the finiteness of each test in the test suite, we
can require the finiteness of every segment of the uni
fied test between the restarts; that is, we can require
that the unified test does not contain an infinite postfix
without restarts. In addition, we assume everywhere
that the system restart is always correct (the system is
always reset to its initial state) and, therefore, the
restart needs not to be tested. Thus, the difference
between an enumerable test suite and a test with
restarts is conditional, and it is determined by the con
venience of the organization of the testing system.
5. EQUIVALENCE OF TRACES,
SPECIFICATIONS, SAFETY RELATIONS,
AND INTERACTION SEMANTICS
The safety hypothesis and conformance are speci
fied by the triple consisting of an interaction semantics
R/Q, a specification model S, and a safety relation
safe by. Two such triples (R1/Q1, S1, safe by1) and
(R2/Q2, S2, safe by2) in the same alphabet L = ∪R1 ∪∪
Q1 = ∪R2 ∪∪ Q2 can be considered to be equivalent if
they determine identical classes of safely testable
implementations SafeImp(R1/Q1, S1, safe by1) = Safe
Imp(R2/Q2, S2, safe by2) and identical classes of con
formal implementations ConfImp(R1/Q1, S1, safe by1) =
ConfImp(R2/Q2, S2, safe by2). Respectively, a transfor
mation of semantics, specification model, and (or)
safety relation is said to be an equivalent transformation
if its result is a triple that is equivalent to the original
triple.
The requirements for the safe by relation uniquely
determine the safety of the Rbuttons, but they leave
considerable freedom for the declaration of safe and
unsafe Qbuttons. If the semantics and the specifica
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tion model are fixed, we can consider equivalent safe
by safety relations as the relations that determine the
same classes of safely testable and conformal imple
mentations. The question of when the class of confor
mal implementations changes and when it remains the
same under a transformation of the safe by safety rela
tion that preserves only the class of safely testable
implementations is a subject for a specific study.
In some case, one can speak of the “inconsistency”
of the relation safe by in the following sense: although
a Qbutton is declared to be safe after a trace of the
specification and is unsafe after another trace, this
button is safe with respect to the relation safe in after
these two traces in any implementation. Such a situa
tion occurs if these two traces terminate in the same set
of states in any LTS implementation. In turn, this
occurs if and only if the traces are equivalent in the fol
lowing sense: at the corresponding places in these
traces are the same external actions or the same
sequences of refusals with the same set of refused
external actions. These sequences of refusals are asso
ciated with the stable states that do not include transi
tions by all the actions belonging to some refusals in
this sequence. This enables us to define a normal safe
by relation that determines the same safe buttons after
equivalent traces. Any safe by relation can be normal
ized if we declare to be safe after every given trace the
buttons (and only those buttons) that are declared to
be safe by the original relations after some trace that is
equivalent to the given trace. Normalization is an
equivalent transformation.
Another useful restriction that can be imposed on
the safe by relation is the requirement that the sets of
buttons that are safe after the traces having identical
trace extensions are identical. If the traces in the LTS
model terminate in the same set of states, they have
identical extensions; however, the converse is gener
ally not true. Nevertheless, for LTS specifications, one
can restrict oneself by the safe by relation under which
it is required that the sets of the buttons that are safe
after the traces terminating in the same sets of states
(for the RTS specifications, this is a single state) are
identical. Such a safe by relation is said to be 2normal.
In the general case, for a fixed semantics and specifi
cation model, a 2normal safe by relation that is equiv
alent to the original relation does not necessarily exist.
However, this does not decrease the specification
capacity; indeed, if we fix only the semantics, then any
specification model with any safe by relation can be
equivalently transformed into another model with
another, 2normal, relation safe by. The question of
when such a transformation preserves the finiteness of
the specification model remains open, while this ques
tion is important for practical applications. 2Normal
relations safe by are convenient for practical applica
tions because, for specifications with a finite set of
states, the family of sets of states after the traces is also
PROGRAMMING AND COMPUTER SOFTWARE
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finite, and the 2normal relation safe by is defined for
such sets.
Testing significantly depends on the available set of
test capabilities concerning the control and observa
tion of the system under test, which are formalized in
the interaction semantics. For that reason, the com
parison of different semantics from the viewpoint of
testing capabilities is of interest.
An R1/Q1semantics is said to be not stronger than
an R2/Q2semantics in the same alphabet L (this fact is
denoted by R1/Q1 ≤ R2/Q2) if, for every specification
model S with the relation safe by1 in the R1/Q1seman
tics, there is a relation safe by2 in the R2/Q2semantics
with the same classes of safe and conformal implemen
tations, that is, if the triples (R1/Q1, S1, safe by1) and
(R2/Q2, S2, safe by2) are equivalent. Two semantics are
equivalent if none of them is stronger than the other.
It was proved in [13] that the relation not stronger is a
preorder (i.e., it is reflexive and transitive). Therefore,
the equivalence of semantics is reflexive, transitive,
and symmetric. There is a necessary and sufficient
condition for the validity of the relation R1/Q1 ≤
R2/Q2. This condition is as follows: (1) Every Q1but
ton also is a Q2button; (2) every Q2button can be
represented as the union of an R1 and Q1buttons;
(3) every R1button can be represented as the union of
a finite number of R2buttons and, conversely, every
R2button can be represented as the union of a finite
number of R1buttons. Two semantics are equivalent if
the families of their Qbuttons are identical and every
Rbutton of the one semantics can be represented as
the union of a finite number of Rbuttons of the other
semantics.
In connection with the concept of equivalence, it is
interesting to consider the equivalent semantics that
are minimal and smallest in terms of the embedding of
the families of buttons. A button in R is said to be
finitely decomposable if it can be represented as the
union of a finite number of buttons from R different
from it (otherwise, the button is said to be finitely inde
composable). It is known that if, for a given R/Qseman
tics, there is an equivalent minimal R0/Qsemantics,
then the family R0 coincides with the set of all finitely
indecomposable buttons in R. For the existence of
such an equivalent minimal R0/Qsemantics, it is nec
essary and sufficient that any finitely decomposable
Rbutton is decomposable into a union of a finite
number of finitely indecomposable Rbuttons. If the
number of infinite Rbuttons is finite (in particular, if
the family R is finite), a minimal equivalent semantics
exists. If a minimal equivalent semantics exists, it is
also the smallest one.
The relation not stronger for semantics can be gen
eralized if the specification model is not fixed but it is
only required that both the testing capacity and the
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Fig. 2. Irrelevant safe and testable traces specification traces.
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Fig. 3. A nonconformal safe specification trace.

specification capacity be preserved: an R1/Q1seman
tics is not stronger than an R2/Q2semantics in the
same alphabet L if, for every specification model S1
with the safe by1 relation in the R1/Q1semantics,
there exists a specification model S2 with the safe by2
relation in the R2/Q2semantics with the same classes
of safe and conformal implementations. The equiva
lence of semantics is generalized in a similar fashion.
A further generalization enables us to relate by
equivalence and by a not stronger relation semantics in
different alphabets L1 and L2. It is natural to consider
only the implementations that are defined in the inter
section of the alphabets L = L1 ∩ L2. Here, we use the
fact that any LTS implementation in the alphabet L
can be considered as an LTS implementation in a
larger alphabet Li (i = 1, 2). The extended implemen
tation just has no transitions by the actions belonging
to the sets Li\L. For the Ri/Qisemantics, the imple
mentation is considered in the alphabet Li, and their Ri
traces are used.
Such extended relations between semantics are a
subject for future studies; in particular, the case when
the transformation of the specification model pre
serves it finiteness is of interest. A special case of
semantics equivalence is considered below when the
extension of the specification is discussed in Section 7.
6. IRRELEVANT AND NONCONFORMAL
SPECIFICATION TRACES
A specification trace is said to be relevant if it
appears in safely testable implementations. It was
proved in [2] that, if a semantics does not include

Qbuttons, then the specification satisfies its own
safety hypothesis. Therefore, all the safe specification
traces for such semantics are relevant. In the presence
of Qbuttons, not every safe specification trace is rele
vant in the general case.
An example is shown in Fig. 2. In that figure, the
button {a} is safe after the empty trace in the LTS spec
ification S1 depicted on the left; the trace 〈{a, b}〉 is
also safe. According to the safety hypothesis, the safely
testable implementation cannot have a Qrefusal {a}
after the empty trace. However, if an implementation
contains the trace 〈{a, b}〉, then at least one state has an
Rrefusal {a, b} after the empty trace; consequently,
this state also includes the Qrefusal {a}. Therefore,
safely testable implementations cannot include the
trace 〈{a, b}〉 although it is a safe specification trace.
It is clear that it is sufficient to generate test only for
relevant safe specification traces, which enables us to
optimize test generation.
In the same way, a test trace that is not included in
the specification can be irrelevant. For one thing, all
the inconsistent test traces are irrelevant. But consis
tent test traces can also be irrelevant. In the LTS spec
ification S2 shown in Fig. 2 on the right, the test trace
〈{a, b}〉 is not included in the specification, is consis
tent but irrelevant. The test histories involving such
irrelevant test traces are removed from every test gen
erated on the basis of a relevant safe trace.
A trace that appears in conformal implementations
is said to be conformal. It was shown in [2] that, if the
semantics does not include Qbuttons, then the spec
ification is testable and safe on its own account.
Therefore, all the safe specification traces are confor
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Fig. 4. A specification that has no conformal traces.

mal for such semantics. In the presence of Qbuttons,
not every safe specification trace is generally confor
mal.
Figure 3 reproduces an example from [1]. Here, the
semantics of the ioco relation is used. This relation
assumes that the implementation is defined every
where with respect to inputs; that is, it assumes that
the implementation does not include Qrefusals. The
relation saco is less stringent; however, even for this
relation, the button {x} in the LTS specification S must
be safe after the trace 〈x〉 according to the second rule
of the relation safe by. If an implementation includes
the trace 〈δ, x, δ〉, then it also includes the trace 〈x〉
after which the button {x} must be safe with respect to
safe in by the safety hypothesis. Hence the button {x}
is safe with respect to safe in after the trace 〈δ, x, δ〉.
Since this is a Qbutton, its safety after the trace 〈δ, x, δ〉
implies that the implementation includes the trace
〈δ, x, δ, x〉. Since δ is an Rbutton and the specifica
tion does not include destruction, this button is safe
after any safe specification trace; in particular, it is safe
after the trace 〈x, x〉; therefore, it is safe in the imple
mentation with respect to safe in after the trace 〈x, x〉;
hence, it is also safe with respect to safe in after the
trace 〈δ, x, δ, x〉. Consequently, the implementation
must include at least one of the traces 〈δ, x, δ, x, a〉,
〈δ, x, δ, x, b〉, or 〈δ, x, δ, x, δ〉. Then, the implementation
contains at least one of the traces 〈x, δ, x, a〉, 〈δ, x, x, b〉,
or 〈x, x, δ〉. Each of these traces is an extension of a safe
trace by an observation enabled by the safe button δ;
however, this observation is not included in the speci
fication, which contradicts its conformance. There
fore, the trace 〈δ, x, δ〉 is safe in the specification and
nonconformal.
The existence on nonconformal safe traces in the
specification is not a problem per se, but it enables one
to optimize testing. An ordinary ioco test terminates
after the trace 〈δ, x, δ〉 with the verdict pass (it is redun
dant to press the button δ for the second time). The
modified test that recognizes nonconformal traces ter
minates with the verdict fail in this case, which makes
it possible to detect nonconformance faster. Such rec
ognition of nonconformal traces can significantly
reduce the size of the generated tests.
PROGRAMMING AND COMPUTER SOFTWARE

Figure 4 is a modification of Fig. 3. In order to
eliminate the refusal δ in the states of interest, instead
of the first transitions by the actions a and b, we use
τtransitions. As before, the conformal implementa
tion cannot include the trace 〈δ, x, δ〉. The button δ is
safe after the trace 〈δ, x〉, but the actions a and b can
not occur. Therefore, a nonconformal implementa
tion cannot include the trace 〈δ, x〉. If a conformal
implementation contained the trace 〈δ〉, it also had to
include the nonconformal trace 〈δ, x〉 because {x} is a
Qbutton, which is safe after the trace 〈δ〉. Hence, a
conformal implementation cannot include the trace
〈δ〉. At the same time, it cannot have the actions a and
b after the empty trace. Therefore, a conformal imple
mentation cannot include the empty trace. Hence, the
empty trace is also nonconformal and, consequently,
all the traces in the specification are nonconformal.
This somewhat strange example shows that the
analysis of nonconformal traces can be very useful.
In this example, we have an infinite set of safely test
able implementations but there are no conformal
implementations. The complete testing without addi
tional assumptions or testing capability is infinite
because there is a cycle by the action a after the safe
trace 〈δ, x, x〉; therefore, there is an infinite set of safe
traces of the form 〈δ, x, x, a, …, a〉 and relevant but
erroneous traces of the form 〈δ, x, x, a, …, a, b〉 or
〈δ, x, x, a, …, a, δ〉. Furthermore, the testing that rec
ognizes nonconformal traces will be not performed at
all because it will be discovered that all the specifica
tion traces are nonconformal.
7. COMPLETION OF SPECIFICATION
The cause by which a specification can contain safe
irrelevant or nonconformal traces is the difference in
the definition of safety of Qbuttons in the relations
safe in and safe by. Moreover, due to this difference, a
specification in which there are Qrefusals after safe
traces does not satisfy its own safety hypothesis; there
fore, it is nonconformal. For example, in the ioco
semantics, any specification in which certain traces
are extended both with the input x and with the refusal
{x} do not satisfy their own safety hypothesis safe for
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(much less does is it satisfy the requirement to be
defined everywhere with respect to inputs); hence,
such a specification is nonconformal. This implies that
the saco relation (and, in particular, ioco) is generally
not reflexive. In the general case, this relation is also
not transitive [2]. The nonreflexivity of a specification
and the presence of irrelevant and nonconformal safe
traces in it are counterintuitive. Indeed, if we “copy”
the implementation from such a specification, we cer
tainly obtain an incorrect implementation, which
sometimes cannot be safely tested.
At the same time, if all the refusals are observable
(there are no Qbuttons), the relation saco is reflexive
and transitive; that is, it is a preorder [2]. In this case,
the specification is conformal in itself; therefore, it
cannot contain irrelevant or nonconformal safe traces.
This suggests the idea to move from the R/Qseman
tics to the R ∪ Q/∅semantics in which all the refusals
are observable. The transition is performed using a
transformation of the specification called completion.
In the completed specification, the safety relation safe
by = safe in is defined. The completed specification
contains no Qrefusals.
The completed specification is equivalent to the
original one in the R/Qsemantics; in particular, the
classes of safely testable and conformal implementa
tions are preserved. At the same time, if the completed
specification is considered in the R ∪ Q/∅semantics,
the class of conformal implementations is preserved
while the class of safely testable implementations is
not restricted and, therefore, the possibility to test the
implementations that could be tested against the orig
inal specification is retained; however, this class can
become larger, which makes it possible to test addi
tional implementations.
It is clear that, in order to test an implementation
against the completed specification in the R ∪ Q/∅
semantics rather than in the original R/Qsemantics,
the corresponding testing capabilities must be avail
able; namely, all the refusals must be observable. If this
is not the case, the R/Qsemantics is used for testing as
before, and the usefulness of the completion in this
case is that the irrelevant and nonconformal traces are
removed from the specification (or, at least, they are
somehow labeled).
The completion of the specification also is the first
step in solving the problem of conformance monoto
nicity, which is discussed in Section 9.
More precisely, the completed specification can
not, in the general case, be constructed in the same
R/Qsemantics; it is constructed in the equivalent
R#/Q#semantics in the extended alphabet L#. The
idea is to add, for each refusal P ∈ R ∪ Q, add a special
dummy action nonrefusal P denoted by =
P to the
alphabet of the external actions and to the refusal P
itself. The new refusal is denoted by P# = P ∪ { =
P }.

It is assumed that P ≠ P' ⇒ =
P≠=
P '. The specification
model S is transformed into the specification model
S# in which the new safety relation safe by = safe in is
defined. As a result, the triples (R/Q, S, safe by) and
(R#/Q#, S#, safe in) are equivalent on the class of
implementations in the original alphabet L = L ∩
L#—they determined identical classes of safely test
able implementations SafeImp(R/Q, S, safe by) =
SafeImp(R#/Q#, S#, safe in) ∩ MODEL(L) and iden
tical classes of conformal implementations Con
fImp(R/Q, S, safe by) = ConfImp(R#/Q#, S#, safe in) ∩
MODEL(L). Thus, the R/Q and R#/Q#semantics
are equivalent (on the intersection of the alphabets L).
A generic algorithm for completing specifications
is described in [2]. Its idea dates to the method of
determinization of a generating automaton (or graph)
but has some significant differences. In the trace
model, S# is defined as the closure of the set of final
traces Sfinal with respect to the operation d of the
removal of a refusal from the trace. A trace σ is final if
the operations of removing refusals d, permutation of
adjacent refusals t, and repetition of refusals r can
transform this trace into a trace σ' that is safe in the
original specification S. Such a trace σ' is said to be a
drtsubtrace of σ. Furthermore, every final trace σ is
P if the refusal P does not
extended with a nonrefusal =
appear in the postfix of refusals of σ and is further
extended with the divergence Δ if the button P is safe
after a certain drtsubtrace of σ or with the destruction
γ otherwise.
For finite alphabets, the completion transforma
tion can be algorithmized. One can construct an LTS
completion Sfinal in which the states are final traces
without repeated refusals (in any subsequence of
refusals). However, such an LTS completion and the
corresponding RTS completion are generally infinite
even if the original specification LTS model S is finite,
which is unacceptable in practice. A solution is to use
the 2normal relation safe by. In this case, one can
construct an RTS completion Sfinal using as a state,
instead of the final trace σ not containing nonrefusals,
the family of sets of states terminating the drtsub
traces of σ that are safe in S plus the set of actions pro
hibited by the postfix of refusals of the trace σ (the
union of refusals of this postfix). For the LTS S with a
finite number of states, the number of such states in
the RTS Sfinal is also finite.
In the resulting RTS completion Sfinal, all the irrel
evant and nonconformal traces can be recognized.
The state s of the RTS Sfinal is irrelevant if, for a cer
tain Qbutton Q, every action z ∈ Q belongs to an
Rrefusal z ∈ R by which there is a loop transition
R
s
s in s and the transition by the nonrefusal Q
= , if
Q
=

Δ

it exists, is extended with the divergence: s
.
This implies that the button Q# is safe after a certain
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trace σ that ends at the state s and has in its postfix of
refusals all such Rrefusals R. However, the only possi
= , which does not
ble observation is the nonrefusal Q
exist in the implementation in the alphabet L. There
fore, if such an implementation contains the trace σ,
then, when the button Q is pressed after the this trace,
an unobservable refusal occurs; hence this implemen
tation is not safely testable.
Removing from the RTS Sfinal all the irrelevant
states and the transitions ending at them, we obtain an
equivalent specification Srel in which all the traces are
relevant.
For example, for the specification S1 shown in Fig. 2,
the irrelevant safe trace 〈{a, b}〉 disappears after com
pletion, but it remains an irrelevant test trace. No tests
will be generated on the basis of this trace; further
more, in any test that begins with pressing the button
{a, b}, the observation of {a, b} is removed from the set
of possible observations; only the conformal observa
tion of a (the verdict pass or the continuation of test
ing) and the nonconformal observation of b (the ver
dict fail) remain.
The state s is nonconformal if, for a certain R or
Qbutton P, the only possible observation is the non
P
=
Δ
P , that is, if s
, there
destructive nonrefusal =
z

are no transitions s
for z ∈ P, and there is no tran
P
sition s
for P ∈ R. The trace ending in a noncon
formal state is nonconformal because, if a safe button
P is pressed after this trace, no conformal observations
are possible in the R/Qsemantics.
Upon all the nonconformal states and all the tran
sitions leading into them are removed from Srel, we can
obtain new nonconformal states, and so on. If the RTS
Srel is finite, it is clear that this process terminates in a
finite number of steps, and we obtain an equivalent
specification Sconf in which all the traces are confor
mal.
For example, for the specification illustrated in Fig. 3,
the safe nonconformal trace 〈δ, x, δ〉 disappears after
completion, but it remains a test trace after which the
verdict fail rather than pass (as is the case for the orig
inal specification) is assigned.
Note that the completed specification can still con
tain traces that are not included in the original specifi
cation. For example, if we replace in the specification
depicted in Fig. 3 the transitions by the action b with
the transitions by the action a, then the trace 〈δ, x, δ〉
becomes conformal; however, the completion also
contains the new traces 〈δ, x, δ, x〉 and 〈δ, x, δ, x, a〉.
After these traces, the bugs 〈δ, x, δ, x, b〉, 〈δ, x, δ, x, δ〉,
〈δ, x, δ, x, a, b〉, and 〈δ, x, δ, x, a, b〉 can appear. How
ever, the presence or absence of tests generated on the
basis of these traces and detecting these bugs does not
affect the testing completeness. Therefore, the newly
created traces can be labeled so as to avoid the gener
PROGRAMMING AND COMPUTER SOFTWARE
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ation of tests based on them. Such an optimization can
be performed in the RTS Sconf by labeling certain tran
sitions (in the example presented in Fig. 3, the transi
tion by x after the trace 〈δ, x, δ〉 is labeled).
8. COMPLETE AND TOTAL TESTING
AND DEPENDENCES BETWEEN BUGS
The goal of complete testing is to verify the con
formance or nonconformance of an implementation.
If the implementation is nonconformal, it suffices to
detect at least one bug. However, testing is only one
stage in the lifecycle of the target system development
[14]. Testing is typically followed by bug fixes (in the
implementation and, sometimes, also in the specifica
tion) and retesting. For that reason, in order to reduce
the number of iterations of the lifecycle, it is desirable
that as many as possible bugs be detected in the course
of testing; it is also desirable to detect situations that
are free of bugs. The testing that detects all the bugs in
the implementation and the corresponding test suite
are said to be total. Complete testing is performed “up
to the first bug,” and total testing is performed until all
the bugs are detected. It is clear that the total testing is
complete, but the converse is generally not true.
The fact that specifications can contain safe non
conformal traces enables us to subdivide bugs into
three kinds. A bug of the first kind is the extension of a
safe conformal trace with a safe observation not
included in the specification. A bug of the second kind
is a safe nonconformal trace in the specification. A bug
of the third kind is the extension of a safe nonconformal
trace with a safe observation not included in the spec
ification.
Note that the kind of a bug is not invariant under
equivalent transformations of the specification. More
over, the set of relevant test traces can be not preserved
under equivalent transformations; namely, some rele
vant bugs determined by a specification can be not test
traces (and, therefore, bugs) for another equivalent
specification.
For instance, in the example depicted in Fig. 3, the
trace 〈δ, x, δ〉 in the original specification S formally is
a bug of the second kind; however, since the noncon
formal traces are not labeled in the original specifica
tion, tests cannot detect this bug. In the specifications
Sfinal or Srel, in which the nonconformal traces are
labeled, this is a bug of the second kind, while this is a
bug of the first kind in the specification Sconf. In the
original specification S and in Sconf, the trace 〈δ, x, δ,
x, a〉 is not an error because these specifications do not
contain its prefix 〈δ, x, δ, x〉; however, this is a bug of
the third kind in the specifications Sfinal and Srel with
nonconformal traces already detected and labeled.
For that reason, claiming that the total testing must
detect all the bugs, we must interpret bugs as the traces
that are errors for some specification in the class of
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equivalent specifications. The best way to detect all
such bugs is to construct the “largest” equivalent spec
ification that could determine all those bugs; this is the
equivalent specification with the largest set of relevant
test traces. To that end, in distinction from the com
plete testing, we should enhance the completion Srel
rather than reduce it to Sconf by adding the lacking rel
evant traces but preserving the labeling of nonconfor
mal traces. This yields the specification Stotal that
determines all the bugs.
To optimize the test suite in the case of complete or
total testing, we must take into account all possible
dependences between the bugs (erroneous test traces).
We say that an error μ1 implies an error μ2 if any safely
testable implementation containing the trace μ1 also
contains the trace μ2. Obviously, the implication of
errors is a preorder (i.e., it is reflexive and transitive).
Since this implication is not asymmetric in the general
case, it determines a nontrivial equivalence (reflexive,
transitive, and symmetric relation) of errors. This
equivalence determines the factor relation of error
implication, which is a partial order (reflexive, transi
tive, and antisymmetric relation).
It is clear that, for the completeness of testing, it
suffices to detect only the errors that are minimal with
respect to the implication preorder up to their equiva
lence; in other words, it suffices to detect at least one
error in every minimal equivalence class. For the test
ing to be total, it suffices to detect up to their equiva
lence; in other words, it suffices to detect at least one
error in every equivalence class.
Note that, if a class M1 implies a class M2 ≠ M1, then
the total test suite detecting all the errors must contain
tests that detect both the errors in M1 and the errors in
M2. Indeed, if an implementation contains an error
from M1 but has no errors from M2, then tests for M1
are needed to detect errors in M1 (it is insufficient to
have tests for M2). On the other hand, if an implemen
tation does not contain errors from M1 but contains an
error from M2, then tests for M2 are needed (it is insuf
ficient to have tests for M1). It is quite another matter
that, if an error from M1 is detected in the course of the
actual test runs, there is no need to run tests designed
for M2 because the implementation surely contains
such errors. Conversely, if we are sure that the imple
mentation does not contain errors from M2, then there
is no need to run tests designed for M1 because the
implementation surely does not contain such errors.
9. THE PROBLEM OF CONFORMANCE
MONOTONICITY AND MONOTONE
TRANSFORMATION OF SPECIFICATIONS
The problem of conformance monotonicity occurs
in connection with the composition of systems.
A composite system is assembled from components

using certain composition rules. In this paper, the
components are modeled by LTSs and the composi
tion rules are modeled by the operator ↑↓ of the paral
lel composition of LTSs in the vein of the CCS (Calcu
lus of Communicating Systems) [15, 16]. We assume
that the involution (the bijection that is inverse of
itself) “underline” is defined on the universe of exter
nal actions that assigns to every external action z the
opposite action z such that z = z. For two LTS operands
in the alphabets A and B, the composition is an LTS in
the alphabet C = (A\B) ∪ (B\A). The states in the
composition are defined as the pairs of states of the
LTS operands initial state–pair of initial states. The
transitions in the composition are defined as the min
imum set generated by the following inference rules:
for any states a, a' of the first LTS operand and any
states b, b' of the second LTS operands,
z

(1) z ∈ (A ∪ {γτ})\B & a
(2) z ∈ (B ∪ {γτ}\A & b

z

a'  ab
b'  ab

z
z

a'b,
ab',
τ

(3) z ∈ A ∩ B & a
a' & b
b'  ab
a'b'.
The main problem of composite systems is as fol
lows: if the components work correctly, why is the sys
tem as a whole incorrect? In conformance theory, the
correctness of the implementation of a particular
component is defined as the conformance of the
implementation of this component to its specification,
while the correctness of the implementation of the sys
tem is defined as the conformance of the system
implementation to the system’s specification.
The correctness of a component’s implementation
is verified by testing this component while the test
interacts with the component thus replacing its envi
ronment. Such a testing is said to be autonomous (an
individual component is tested) or synchronous. It is
clear that a possible reason of the incorrect system
operation is incorrect operation of its components that
were not completely tested in the course of autono
mous testing. Taking into account the fact that the
complete test suite is infinite and the implementation
may be nondeterministic, this situation is quite proba
ble, and it is often encountered in practice.
However, the problem of composite systems is
broader. The component’s implementations can be
conformal to their specifications but the system
assembled from these components can be not confor
mal to the specification of the entire system. What can
be the reason and what should we do in such a situa
tion?
The cause may be in that the very relationships
between the components’ specifications and the spec
ification of the system is incorrect. This is an error in
the decomposition of the system specification into the
specifications of the components [2, 17–20]. Such
errors are much more serious than the errors in spe
cific components because they are more difficult to
detect and have more serious implications. Therefore,
z
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Fig. 5. Nonpreservation of conformance under asynchronous testing.

↓
↑

the system or complex testing not only continues the
unfinished testing of components, but it is also
designed for detecting architectural errors that cannot
be detected by autonomous tests. Such errors can lead
to drastic changes in the specifications, which requires
a modification of the implementations of all or some
of the components or even their reimplementation.
A correct relationship between the specifications of
the components and the specification of the system
must satisfy the monotonicity condition: the composi
tion of the components that are conformal to their
specifications is conformal to the specification of the
system. A system specification is correct if it satisfies
the monotonicity condition for the given specifica
tions of the components. The strongest (that imposes
the strongest requirements) correct specification of
the system is determined by the monotonicity condi
tion itself. However, this definition is implicit; it is not
clear if such the strongest specification exists and if it
is possible to construct it algorithmically.
The point is that the strongest correct specification
of the system, if it exists, is weaker than the composi
tion of the specifications performed according to the
same rules as those used for the composition of the
components' implementations. If the composition of
implementations ↑↓ is called direct, then we need
another—skew—composition of specifications
coinciding with the strongest correct specification of
the system if such a specification exists. This situation
is caused by different levels of abstraction used in the
definitions of conformance and direct composition.
Conformance is based on the traces of observation of
the behavior of the implementation model; the com
position is additionally based on directly unobservable
states and unobservable actions (τactions).
A special case of composition is asynchronous test
ing or context testing [21]. This kind of testing can be
PROGRAMMING AND COMPUTER SOFTWARE

considered as testing a system consisting of two com
ponents of which one is an implementation and the
other is a fixed interaction environment. In distinction
from synchronous testing, asynchronous testing
causes two problems [16]. One of them is permissive
ness (the situation when asynchronous tests do not
detect an error found by synchronous tests) and the
other is nonpreservation of conformance (when asyn
chronous tests detect a spurious error. It seems that the
first problem should be put up with; indeed, asynchro
nous (and, in general, composition) testing is more
“indirect” (through a context) testing of the imple
mentation. It does not always allow one to reproduce
all the interaction situations and observe all the behav
iors of the implementation that are possible under syn
chronous testing when the test and the implementa
tion interact directly. The other problem is more seri
ous—it is a special case of the monotonicity problem.
Thus, we want to construct a skew composition for
the given conformance. The specification completion
is the first step in the solution of this problem.
We acquire the possibility to solve this problem for the
R/∅semantics in which there are no Qbuttons.
Then, we may mean by a specification the completed
specification in which we have already moved from the
R/Qsemantics to the R ∪ Q/∅semantics. Recall
that the relations safe by and safe in are identical in the
semantics without Qbuttons, and a button is unsafe if
and only if it enables a destructive action.
First, we note that the monotonicity problem can
not be solved using the completion only. Figure 5
shows an example in which the conformance is not
preserved under asynchronous testing for a semantics
with inputs and outputs in which all the refusals are
observable, namely, quiescence (the absence of all out
puts !a, !b, …) and, for every input ?x, its refusal {?x}.
The environment Q is the single bounded output
queue (in Fig. 5 it has length 1) with the additional
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Fig. 6. Verification of the decomposition of system requirements.

reset instruction (b). The specification S0 describes the
following requirements for the system: first, the input
is refused, but a chain of outputs may be produced;
then, it is allowed (but not required) to reset the queue
(b), accept the input x, and finish in the terminal state.
The implementation S1 is conformal—it does not
reset the queue and, correspondingly, does not accept
the input. When the queue is assembled with the spec
ification, the first input is not refused. However, when
the implementation S1 is composed, such a refusal
appears, and this behavior is considered as an error
(shown in arrows).
In [2], a formal definition of the skew composition
for the relation saco is given in the R/∅semantics.
It is shown that the skew composition coincides with
the direct composition of transformed specifications.
Such a transformation is called monotone for this
conformance, and the conformance is said to be
monotone with respect to this transformation.
We emphasize that the monotone transformation is
determined not uniquely. In [2], two such transforma
tions are described. One of them is based on the union
of conformal implementations, and it is always appli
cable. The other can be used only under certain con
ditions, but its advantage is that it is defined construc
tively (inductively), which allows one to implement it
by an algorithm.
We also note that different components may have
different alphabets, but even in the same alphabet their
conformance may be defined in different R/∅seman

tics, that is, for different sets of Rbuttons of the test
ing machine. Hence the question: in which semantics
should we consider the composition of components?
Fortunately, this problem is resolved by the fact that the
direct composition of monotonically transformed spec
ifications is the skew composition in any R/∅seman
tics (naturally, for the same composition alphabet that is
uniquely determined by the alphabets of the operands
and is independent of the Rsemantics of the operands
in the same alphabets).
Under asynchronous testing, it is assumed that the
environment does not contain errors and is known.
For that reason, the monotone transformation is
applied only to the implementation specification,
while the environment remains invariable. In this
case, we deal with a leftmonotone transformation
meaning that the environment determined as the right
operand of the composition is preserved (this term is
conditional because the composition is commutative).
When the monotonicity problem is solved, this case is
also taken into account.
The skew composition of specifications of the
components of the composite system allows us to per
form two tasks: (1) verify the given specification of the
system (its conformance to the specifications of the
components), and (2) generate the system specifica
tion (if it is not given) from the specifications of its
components.
The first problem is sometimes called the verifica
tion problem of the decomposition of system require
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ments; this is the verification of correctness of the
decomposition of the system requirements into the
requirements for the components. To solve this prob
lem, the skew composition of the system must be con
structed and its conformance to the given system spec
ification must be checked considering it as an imple
mentation. Such a verification can be performed
analytically, for example, by modeling the testing of
the skew composition considered as an implementa
tion using the complete test suite generated from the
given system specification.
By way of example, consider the composition of a
receiver with two input ports and a transmitter with
two output ports depicted in Fig. 6. The specification
of the composite system is very simple: the system
must receive the pair of arguments (x, y) and produce
the value f(g(x), h(y)). Intuitively, this is exactly what
the assembly of the implementations of the compo
nents must do: the transmitter T with the specification
T0 computes the functions g and h, and the receiver F
with the specification F0 computes the function f.
Every component is considered in two semantics. In
one of them, only the specification itself is conformal;
in the other semantics, all the depicted implementa
tions are conformal. For the transmitter T, the first
semantics allows simultaneous output only into one
output port; the other semantics allows the output into
both ports simultaneously. For the receiver F, the first
semantics allows simultaneous reception only from
one of the ports; the other semantics allows the recep
tion from both ports simultaneously. The shaded cells
correspond to the cases in which the composition of
the components' implementations conforms to the
system specification, and the other cells correspond to
the nonconformal case—the system receives the argu
ments but does not produce the result. We see that not
every combination of the semantics of the components
T and F guarantees the conformance of the compo
nents' specifications to the system specification.
Among four variants, one combination is incorrect
and the three others are correct.
How can a decomposition be verified? In Fig. 6, for
each component T and F, the shaded cells illustrate
the monotone transformation of the specification
depending on the semantics in which the original
specification was considered. The cells in which the
composition of monotonically transformed specifica
tions is presented (in shortened form without τtransi
tions) have a double frame. The shaded cells with a
double frame depict the composition of specifications
that conforms to the given specification; the lightcol
ored cell with the double frame shows the nonconfor
mal composition of specifications. In the last case, the
specifications of the components do not match the
system specification.
The solution of the second problem (generation of
the system specification) pursues three goals. (1) The
PROGRAMMING AND COMPUTER SOFTWARE
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resulting specification can be used as a document
describing the system from the user point of view.
(2) Such a specification can be considered as a
requirement specification for the system developer
including future modifications of the system (its com
ponents and even the decomposition scheme).
(3) System (complex) tests can be generated from this
specification.
Let us discuss the third goal in more detail. Theo
retically, if the components are completely tested for
the conformance to their specifications, there is no
need for testing the system as a whole. Instead, it suf
fices to verify the correct relationships between the
system specification and the specifications of its com
ponents (the first problem (task)) or simply generate
the lacking system specification from the given speci
fications of the components (the first two goals of the
second problem). However, due to the fact that the
complete test suite is typically infinite and the imple
mentation can be nondeterministic, any practical test
ing is incomplete; therefore, we cannot be sure that the
autonomous testing detected all the errors in the com
ponents. For that reason, there is always need for sys
tem tests in practice. In particular, system testing
reproduces such modes of interaction between the
components that are closer to the modes used in the
reallife operation of the system and that are rarely
reproduced in the course of autonomous testing (or
this is very difficult to do).
System testing is associated with two problems.
First, the skew composition of specifications must sat
isfy the requirements that make the algorithmic gener
ation of tests possible. To this end, one has to impose
additional constraints upon the original specifications.
Second, system testing must be safe. It was shown in
[2] that, if no additional assumptions about possible
implementations of the components are made or no
special means for checking the safety are used, the
composition of the component implementations can
be unsafe for almost any system specification if these
components interact. As a result, system testing is
either unsafe or is reduced to the autonomous testing
of the individual components that do not interact with
each other.
In monotonicity theory, we deal with conformance
and composition. Conformance is defined in the the
ory of observation traces, and composition is defined
for LTS models. The observation traces (Rtraces) are
insufficient for determining the composition because
the same model of the observation traces can be
assigned many different LTSs that can give consider
ably different results from the viewpoint of conform
ance.
Nevertheless, it is possible to define in trace theory
the composition of models that has the same sense by
using different traces. In [2], the socalled φtraces are
introduced, and the composition of φtraces is defined
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in such a way that the compositions of LTS models
coincide with the composition of the φtraces of these
models. This property is called additivity of φtraces
with respect to composition. Note that, in the general
case, φtraces are not observation traces (at least, in
the R/Qsemantics). At the same time, given the
φtraces of an LTS model, all its Rtraces can be
obtained, although the converse is not true. This prop
erty is called the generativity of φtraces.
φtraces are similar to ready traces; however, they
have two distinctions. (1) Instead of the ready set, its
complement—refset—is used; this is the set of
actions that cannot be executed at the current stable
state. This is done by analogy with the refusal set in
failure traces and is not of prime importance. (2) The
concept of γset is introduced. This is the set of
(directly) destructive actions defined in the current
stable state. This is done to facilitate the construction
of the theory. The pair (refset, γset) is called a φsym
bol, and a φtrace is defined as a sequence of external
actions and φsymbols. It is clear that, given φtraces
of an LTS model, its ready traces can be easily calcu
lated.
The theory of φtraces makes it possible to define a
φmodel as a set of φtraces having a certain set of
properties; this model is equivalent to the observation
trace model, as well as to the LTS and RTS models.
It also enables us to define the composition of φmod
els and construct a monotone transformation of
φmodels.
10. CONCLUSIONS
The parameterized R/Q interaction semantics, the
safety hypothesis, safe conformance, and the test gen
eration method proposed in this paper provide a basis
for conformance theory that generalizes many practi
cal and theoretical conformances and methods for
their testing. In particular, failure trace semantics [3, 4,
6–9] and the semantics of the popular ioco relation [9,
10] are special cases of the R/Qsemantics.
The theory develops in several directions. Some of
them are as follows. (1) Introduction of priorities into
the model and the corresponding modification of con
formance and test generation [22]. (2) Extension of
the proposed approach to simulations (conformances
based not only on observation traces but also on the
correspondence between implementation and specifi
cation states) [23]. (3) Generalized interaction
semantics that allow the observation of refusals not
necessarily coinciding with the set of enabled actions
(and even not necessarily embedded in this set) [24].
Another direction of research is the application of
the theory in practice. Here, the main problem is to
find practically acceptable constraints on the seman
tics, implementation, and (or) specification, as well as
additional testing capabilities that could enable one to

perform complete testing in a finite amount of time.
These are constraints on the size of the implementa
tion, on the nondeterminism of the implementation,
the possibility of observing the current state of the
implementation in the course of testing, and the use of
mediator programs that transform test actions and
observations [3, 25, 26].
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